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In this paper, we determine the X-inner automorphisms of the smash product 
R# U(L) of a prime ring R by the universal enveloping algebra U(L) of a charac- 
teristic 0 Lie algebra L. Specifically, we show that any such automorphism LT 
stabilizing R can be written as a product o = e, or, where tri is induced by conjuga- 
tion by a unit of Q,(R), the symmetric Martindale ring of quotients of R, and CJ~ 
is induced by conjugation by a unit of Q.(T). Here S = Q,(R) is the left Martindale 
ring of quotients of R and T is the centralizer of S in S# LI(L) 2 R# U(L). One of 
the subtleties of the proof is that we must work in several unrelated overrings of 
R# U(L). 0 1990 Academic Press, Inc. 
Let R be an algebra over the field K and let Der,(R) denote the Lie 
algebra of K-linear derivations on R. If L is a K-Lie algebra and if 
6: L + Der,(R) is a Lie algebra homomorphism, then we say that there is 
a Lie algebra action of L on R. When this occurs, we can define the smash 
product R# U(L) as in [BM]. Specifically, this ring has the additive struc- 
ture of ROK U(L), where U(L) is the enveloping algebra of L over K 
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Furthermore, if I E L and r E R, then multiplication in the smash product is 
given by 
rl- Zr = [r, I] =6,(r). 
If R is a prime ring, then certainly so is U = R # U(L) and our goal is to 
determine the X-inner automorphisms Q of this ring which stabilize R. We 
do this when K has characteristic 0. To start with, it is necessary to extend 
R to S= Q,(R), its left Martindale ring of quotients, and to study 
U’ = S# U(L). If F = Z(S), then F is a field called the extended centroid of 
R and it is natural to try to consider U’ as an F-algebra. Unfortunately, 
F need not be central in U’, but we overcome this by working with the 
more general universal enveloping rings of [Pl 1. In any case, [Pl, Theorem 
2.21 implies that T= C,.(S) is a twisted F-enveloping algebra of a certain 
F-Lie algebra W. 
The main result of this paper is that cr can be written as the product 
6=0~02, were e1 is induced by conjugation by a unit v of Q,(R), the sym- 
metric Martindale ring of quotients of R, and (TV is induced by conjugation 
by a unit q of Q,(T). In the course of the proof, we will work in several 
distinct overrings of U’. Indeed, since the final overring U” contains both 
Q,(R) G S and Q,(T), we can conclude that cr is induced by conjugation by 
the unit a = qv of U”. 
In our last section, we study the X-inner automorphisms of filtered rings, 
obtaining a result analogous to [M 1, Proposition 11. In particular, we 
conclude from this that G acts trivially on (R + L)/R. In other words, if 
{x1, x2, . ..} is a K-basis for L, then for each i there exists flie R with 
XT = x, + pi. By combining this with our main theorem, we are then able to 
describe each /Ii to some extent, thereby generalizing the result [M2, 
Theorem 23 on Ore extensions. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
In this section we define the universal enveloping ring and obtain several 
results of a preliminary nature. 
Let K be a field and let V be a K-vector space. We suppose that V is a 
Lie ring under [ , ] and that VZ R, where R is an associative K-algebra 
with 1. Thus VZ R 2 K and we assume that this triple satisfies 
(Ll ) [R, V] E R and [K, I’] G K so that both R and K are Lie ideals 
of the Lie ring V’. 
(L2) For each DE IJ’, the map 6,: R+ R given by 6,(r)= [r, u] is a 
derivation of the ring R. 
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(L3) For each v, u’ E V, a, b E K, and Y, s E R we have 
[au, bw] = ab[v, w] + a[v, b] w + b[a, w] u 
and [r, s] =rs-sr. 
Then there exists a unique largest ring U = U( V, R, K) containing V, called 
the universal enveloping ring, such that U is an associative ring with identity 
element 1 E R and [ , ] on V is the restriction of the usual Lie product on 
the ring U. Specifically, this is part of the following version of the Poincare- 
Birkhoff-Witt theorem for U= U(V, R, K) (see [Pl, Theorem 1.31). 
THEOREM 1.1 (PBW). Let T/z Rz K be given satisfying conditions 
(Ll)-(L3) and let x,, x2, . . . be a well ordered K-basis for a complement of 
R in V. Then U = U( V, R, K) exists and is a free left R-module with basis 
consisting of all monomials in the xI)s of the form ,u = xi1 xi2 . . xi” for some 
integer n 2 0 and subscripts i, < i, < . . . d i,. 
We will use the more suggestive notation R# U( V/R) for the ring 
U = U( V, R, K). Indeed, if [K, V] = 0 then U is a twisted smash product of 
R by the Lie algebra V/R. Furthermore, if V = R @ L, then U is in fact an 
ordinary smash product for the Lie algebra L g V/R. These are the cases of 
real interest. However, we work with the more general enveloping rings for 
two reasons. First, if R is a prime ring, then V can act nontrivially on the 
extended centroid of R even if it acts trivially on K. Second, if X is a Lie 
ideal of L, then R# U(L) is a twisted smash product of the ring R# U(X) 
by the algebra U(L/X). In other words, enveloping rings have certain 
closure properties not satisfied by smash products. 
Now let R be a prime ring and denote its left Martindale ring of quotients 
by Q, = Q,(R). Then 
Q,=Q,(R)= (qEQ,lqBzR for some O#BaR} 
is the symmetric Martindale ring of quotients of R. See [P2, Sect. lo] for 
a discussion of these overrings of R. 
The next lemma will be used at the end of this section. 
LEMMA 1.2. Let S and T be algebras over a field F and assume that 
S&I,, T is a prime ring. Then 
(i) S and T are prime rings. 
(ii) Q,(S) and Q,(T) both embed in Q,(S@ T). 
Proof: By symmetry, we will just consider T. 
(i) If A and B are nonzero ideals of T, then A’= SOA and 
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B’ = S @ B are nonzero ideals of SQ T with A’B’ = S @ AB. Since A’B’ # 0, 
it follows that AB # 0 and T is prime. 
(ii) Of course, T embeds in S@ T as 10 T. Now let 
W=(qEQ,(S@T)\qA,AqzTforsomeO#A4T}. 
We will prove that WZ Q,(T) by showing that Wz T is a ring satisfying 
the four conditions of [P2, Proposition 10.41. To start with, let ql, q2 E W 
and let A, and A, be nonzero ideals of T with qiAi, AiqiG T for i= 1, 2. 
Since T is prime, B = A, A, A, is a nonzero ideal of T contained in 
A,A,, A,A,, and A, n AZ. It then follows that (ql +q2) B, B(q, +q2), 
qlq2B, and Bq,q, are all contained in T. Thus q1 + q2 and qlq2 are 
contained in W, so W is a subring of Q.(SQ T). Indeed, Wz T with the 
same 1 and, by definition, we conclude that conditions (i) and (ii) of [P2, 
Proposition 10.41 hold for the ring extension W? T. For condition (iii), let 
qEW and OZACIT with either qA=O or Aq=O. Then A’=S@A= 
A(S@ T) = (SO T) A is a nonzero ideal of SO T with either qA’ = 0 or 
A’q = 0. Since q E Q,(S 0 T), we conclude that q = 0. 
Finally, we show that condition (iv) holds. To this end, let f: TA + .T 
and g: B, -+ T, be module homomorphisms with 0 # A, BU T and suppose 
that (af) b = a(gb) for all a E A and b E B. Fix an Pbasis (ui 1 i E I} of S and 
define the additive map f: S @ A -+ S @ T by 
J~~“iQaiH~uiQ(aif)~ 
I I 
where of course uie A for all i. To better understand this map, let 
s 0 u E SO A and write s = xi uiei with e, E F. Then 
and it follows easily from this formula that 7 is a left SO T module 
homomorphism extending J 
Similarly, g: SOB + S@ T exists with (SO b) g = s@ bg for all s E S and 
b E B. Moreover, if a E A, b E B, and s, s’ E S then 
(.s@a)f~(s’@b)=(s@uj-)(S’@b) 
=ss’@(aj-)b=ss’@a(gb) 
=(S@a)(s’@gb)=(sOa).(s’@b)g 
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so f and g are balanced maps. By [P2, Proposition 10.41, there exists 
qsQs(S@ T) with (~@a)f= (~@a) q and g(s’@b)=q(s’@b). In par- 
ticular, uf = aq and gb = qb for all a E A and h E B. But then Aq, qB E T so 
clearly q E W and condition (iv) holds. This completes the proof. 1 
We now make an elementary observation which will be used to prove 
that U and certain overrings of U are prime when R is prime. 
LEMMA 1.3. Let R be a subring of S and let 9 be a nonempty family of 
subsets of R satisfying 
(i) ifs E S then there exists D E 9 with Ds G R, 
(ii) ifs, tESandDE9, then sDt=O implies s=O or t=O. 
Then R and S are prime rings. 
Proof: Let s, t ES with sRt =O. Then sDt =0 for any DEB, so (ii) 
implies that s=O or t =O. 1 
Notice that ony part (ii) above is used in the proof. However, we prefer 
to state the result that way because the hypothesis occurs frequently. For 
example, suppose R is a prime ring, S = Q,(R) and 9 is the set of nonzero 
ideals of R. Then (i) follows by definition of the ring of quotients. For (ii), 
let, s, t be nonzero elements of S and let 0 #AU R. If 0 # BCIR with 
0 # Bt E R, then 0 # BtRQ R and, since R is prime, we have A . BtR # 0. 
Hence sABtR # 0 and, since AB G A, we conclude that sAt # 0. 
Now let I/z R 1 K satisfy (Ll )-(L3) and assume that R is a prime ring. 
Set S = Q,(R) and let F= Z(S) be the center of S. Then F is a field, the 
extended centroid of R, and by [Pl, Propositions 1.6 and 1.71 we can 
extend U = R# U( V/R) to U’ = S# U( V/S), where the latter enveloping 
ring is determined by the triple V’ 2 S 2 F with V’ = FV + S. As usual, the 
study of these rings requires the Dixmier ordering. Let {xi 1 is I} be a well 
ordered K-basis for a complement of R in V. Then {xi 1 i E I} is also a well 
ordered basis for a complement of S in V’. Thus the monomials 
p = ni,, xr’ form an R-basis for U and as S-basis for 17’. Of course these 
products are written in the given ordering of Z and almost all of the 
exponents ni are zero. We now let deg p be the I-tuple (ni) = (nil ie I) of 
exponents and we let the total degree of p be tdeg p= I( =CiE,n,. 
Then the values of the degree function can be well ordered first by total 
degree and then lexicographically. Specifically, (ni) < (m,) if and only if 
I( < I( or I( = I( and nj<mj at the largest subscript j with 
mj # n,. Since almost all entries in (m,) and (nj) are zero, such a largest 
subscript j will always exist provided the I-tuples are distinct. 
This degree function can now be extended to all nonzero elements u of 
U by defining the degree of an R-linear sum of monomials to be the largest 
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degree of a monomial which occurs in the sum; the coefficient of that 
monomial is called the leading coefficient of u. Further, we let deg 0 be the 
I-tuple ( - 03) and it follows that for all u, u E U 
deg(u + u) < max(deg u, deg u) 
deg( uv) < deg u + deg u. 
The latter sum is the usual addition of I-tuples and equality occurs in that 
formula if the product of the leading coefficients of u and u is nonzero. 
Of course, the degree function also extends to U’ and enjoys similar 
properties. 
LEMMA 1.4. Let V?R2K satisfy (Ll)-(L3) and let R be a prime 
K-algebra. Zf S= Q,(R) and F= Z(S), then U= R# U( V/R) is a subring of 
U’ = S# U( V/S) where the latter is determined by the triple V’ I> S 2 F with 
V’ = FV + S. Furthermore, if 9 is the collection of nonzero ideals of R, then 
(i) For each u’ E U’ there exists D E 9 with Du’ E U. 
(ii) Zf u;, U;E U’ and DEB, then u’, Du;=O implies that u; =0 or 
u;=o. 
Thus U and U’ are prime rings. 
Proof If u’ E U’, then u’ is a finite S-linear combination of the 
monomials p E U as described above; say u’ = c,‘= 1 sjpj. By [P2, Proposi- 
tion 10.21, there exist nonzero ideals Aj of R with Ajsj E R. Thus, setting 
A = nj Aj # 0, we have Au’ E U and the R-linear independence of the pj 
implies that Au’=0 if and only if u’= 0. Thus (i) follows. 
For (ii), let u; and u; be nonzero elements of U’ and let 0 # AaR. If s 
and t are the leading coefficients of u; and u; respectively, then sAt # 0 and 
we can choose a E A with sat # 0. Thus deg u; au; = deg u; + deg au;, so 
u;au; # 0 and hence u; Au; # 0. Lemma 1.2 now yields the result. 1 
If {xi ( i E Z} is a well ordered K-basis for a complement of R in V, then 
we know that ZJ’ is a free left S-module with basis the ordered monomials 
in the xi. In particular, if u’ E U’ is written as u’ = C,“= 1 sjpj with all 
0 # sj E S, then we can define the total degree of u’ to be the maximum total 
degree of the monomials p,. It is easy to see that the total degree of u’ is 
independent of the choice of basis {xi}. Indeed for u’ # 0 we have 
tdeg u’ = n if and only if u E (V’)‘\( V’)+’ with the understanding that 
(V’)‘= S and (I”-’ = 0. The next result will be used in the third section 
of this paper. It is fairly obvious if dim,V’/S < 00. 
LEMMA 1.5. Let 0 #BE U’ and let M be a finitely generated left 
S-submodule of U’. Then there exists a finitely generated left S-submodule 
W(b, M) E U’ such that uR/I c M implies that a E W(p, M). 
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Proof We first show, by induction on n 20, that there exists a finitely 
generated left S-submodule w(n, j3, M) E U’ such that aR/3 E A4 and 
tdeg M <n implies that a E LV(n, p, M). If n = 0, then tdeg c1 d 0 implies that 
c1 E S and we can take W(0, /3, M) = S. Now let n > 0 and assume this fact 
is known for n - 1. 
As usual, let X= {xi1 iE Z} be a well ordered K-basis for a complement 
for R in V. Then, since M is finitely generated, M is contained in the 
S-linear span of the finitely many ordered monomials i,, A,, . . . . 2, and say 
these monomials involve only the basis elements x,, x2, . . . . x,. At this 
point, we change the ordering of X so that x,, x2, . . . . x, come first and in 
the same order as they were before. Then 1,) AZ, . . . . Ak are still ordered 
monomials and hence part of a left S-basis for U’. In other words, we can 
assume that x1, x2, . . . . x, are the first m elements of X. 
Now let c( E U’ be given with clR/3 G M and tdeg a = n and write 
c( = so + lower degree terms 
B = tr + lower degree terms, 
where s, t E S\O and (r, z are ordered monomials in the xi. If r E R with 
srt # 0, then 
w/l= so rtz + lower degree terms 
= sti + lower degree terms, 
where ;i is the monomial obtained from the product mz by writing the xi- 
factors in the correct order. Since ctr/? E M G Cf= r SAj and srt # 0, it follows 
that 2 = J,, for some j. In particular, since II, involves only xi, x2, . . . . x,=, the 
same is true of 0. Furthermore 
n = tdeg c1= tdeg d d tdeg 1, = tdeg 2,. 
Now suppose g’ is another monomial which occurs in CI with tdeg 
u’ = n = tdeg (T. Since deg 0’ Q deg (T, it follows from the definition of the 
Dixmier ordering that 0’ also involves only x,, x2, . . . . x,. In particular, 
there are only finitely many possibilities for c’, namely it must be an 
ordered monomial in x,, x2, . . . . x, of total degree n. In other words,.if we 
write c1= a’ + a”, where u’ is the sum of the terms of total degree n and a” 
is the sum of the remaining terms, then GI’ E N, where N is a fixed finitely 
generated left S-module depending only on x, , x2, . . . . x, and n. 
Since cl” = tc’ - u’, we have 
Note that, by definition, N = C, Sp, where each p is a monomial of total 
degree n in x,, x2, . . . . x,. Furthermore, it is easy to see that, for any such 
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p, we have pS E C,, Sp’, where p’ is a partial product of the factors in p. 
Thus 
NRfi E 1 SpRfl E 1 Sp’/I = N’, 
P P, 
where N’ is a fixed finitely generated left S-module. In other words, the 
inclusion a”RP c M + N’ holds for all such cc But M + N’ is a fixed finitely 
generated left S-module and tdeg tl” 6 n - 1. Thus, by induction, 
a” E H’(n - 1, fl, M+ N’) and hence 
a=cr’+cr”~N+W(n-l,b,M+N’). 
The inductive result is therefore proved by setting 
IV(n,/?,M)=N+W(n-l,/?,M+N’). 
Finally, let t be the largest total degree of the monomials A,. If c1 E U’ is 
arbitrary with aRfl c M then, as we have seen above, tdeg a < t. Thus the 
result follows with I+‘(/& M) = W(t, /I, M). 1 
2. X-INNER AUTOMORPHISMS 
Let R be a prime ring and let (r be an automorphism of R. We say that 
0 is X-inner if there exists a unit q E Q,(R) such that r0 = q ~ ‘tq for all r E R. 
We will use the following internal characterization repeatedly (see [P2, 
Lemmas 12.1 and 12.3(i)]). 
LEMMA 2.1. Let R be a prime ring and let 0 E Aut(R). 
(i) Suppose a, b, c, d are nonzero elements of Q,(R). Zf arb = crud for 
all r E R, then there exists a unit qEQ,(R) with c= aq, d= q-lb, and 
rO=q-lrqfor allrER. 
(ii) Conversely, if o is X-inner, there exist nonzero elements a, b, c, 
d E R with arb = crud for all r E R. 
The goal of this section is to prove the following theorem. To start with, 
let R be a prime K-algebra with K a field of characteristic 0. Assume that 
the triple Vz R 2 K is given satisfying (Ll )-(L3). Then U= Rf U( V/R) 
exists and we extend this enveloping ring to U’= S# U( I/‘/S), where 
S= Q,(R), F= Z(S), and V’ = FV+ S. By Lemma 1.4, both U and U’ are 
prime rings. 
THEOREM 2.2. Assume the above notation and let o be an X-inner 
automorphism of U which stabilizes R. Then 
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(i) The restriction of o to R is an X-inner automorphism of R. 
(ii) o extends to an X-inner automorphism of U’ which stabilizes S. 
(iii) There is a unit q E Q,( U’) such that 4-l wq = w0 for all w E U’. 
(iv) There is a nonzero ideal A of U with qA, Aq, q- ‘A, and Aq- ’ all 
contained in U. 
We begin by showing that c extends to an automorphism of U’. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let o be an automorphism of U = R# U( VfR) which stabi- 
lizes R. Then o can be extended to an automorphism of U’ = S# U( V/S) 
which stabilizes S. 
Proof: By [P2, Lemma 10.91, a can be extended uniquely to an 
automorphism of S. Now let X= {xi ( iE 1} be a well ordered K-basis for a 
complement to R in V. Then X is also an F-basis for a complement of S 
in V’. Thus the PBW theorem asserts that U is a free left R-module with 
basis consisting of the ordered monomials p in the elements xi. Further- 
more, U’ is a free left S-module with this same basis. We can therefore 
define a: U’ -+ U’ by 
a: C spp t+ C (sJ~P~. (1) 
Ir P 
Here of course scl E S. It is clear that this map a is well defined, stabilizes 
S, extends a on U and on S, and is additive. Furthermore, a is one-to-one 
and onto since U = @ C, Rp and R” = R imply that U = 0 x,, Rp”. 
The main problem is to show that a is multiplicative. To start with, we 
note that 
(s1s2w)u=s~s;wu for all si, s2 E S, w E U’. (2) 
Indeed, this is immediate from (1) and the fact that a is an automorphism 
of s. 
Now let c( E U be a manic monomial and let p E U’ be arbitrary. By 
Lemma 1.4, there exists 0 # BQR with B/I G U and we define A = B”? I, 
where n = tdeg IX. Note that if 6,) &, . . . . 6, are any n derivations of R, then 
6,6, ... 6,(A) E B. Let a E A and consider the element acL E U. By shifting a 
to the right through the n factors of CC, we obtain 
(3) 
where each ,u is a partial product of the factors of u and where each b, E B 
since at most n derivations occur. Now a is an automorphism of U and the 
above terms are all in U. Thus (3) yields 
(4) 
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Next we bring /I into play. To start with, since a E A G S, (2) yields 
(uap)” = a”(a/?)u. (5) 
On the other hand, by (3) and the fact that ~1 E 
have 
U and b,/lEB/lsU, we 
Furthermore, (4) and two applications of (2) yield 
In other words, we have 
( aap)” = u”cPp. (6) 
Finally, since (5) and (6) hold for all a E A, we obtain A”((cr/?)” - a”~“) = 0 
and thus, by Lemma 1.4, 
(cg?)” = Lcp. (7) 
Note that (7) holds for all monomials a. Thus, if s E S, then combining 
this with two applications of (2) yields 
(xx. /I)” = f(c$)” 
= s”~u , jj” = (sa )” . /j”. 
Since any element of U’ is a sum of terms of the form acl, the result follows 
from the additivity of (T. 1 
The next lemma is the crossed product analog of the above. It is 
obviously not relevant to the work at hand, but we mention it because of 
its intrinsic interest. Additional crossed product results, leading to Theorem 
2.7, will be considered at the end of this section. 
LEMMA 2.4. Let R = T * G be a crossed product of the (possibly infinite) 
group G over the prime ring T. Then we have the natural ring extension 
R = T * G E Ql( T) * G = S. Moreover, if (T is an automorphism of R stubi- 
king T, then a extends to an automorphism of S stabilizing Q,(T). 
ProoJ We know that S exists, since any automorphism of T extends 
uniquely to one of Q,(T). 
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Now suppose c R --f R is given. Since c restricts to an automorphism of 
T, [P2, Lemma 10.91 implies that 0 extends uniquely to an automorphism 
of Q,(T). We can now define CT: S + S by 
(T: c b,$-+ 1 b;g”, 
REG gtG 
where of course b, E: Q,(T). Again, 0 is a well defined additive map which 
extends G on R and on Q,(T). Furthermore, it is clearly one-to-one and 
onto. It remains to show that (T is multiplicative and this is similar, but 
simpler, than the argument of Lemma 2.3. The significant difference con- 
cerns the choice of the ideal A. Indeed, let c( =g~ GG R and let BE S be 
arbitrary. If 0 # B4 T with B/I E R, then we take A = Bg. Thus 0 #A 4 R 
and, for any a E A, we have ut~ = gag EBB. With this observation, the result 
follows as before. 1 
The next lemma contains useful sufficient conditions for an X-inner 
automorphism to extend to an X-inner automorphism. It will apply to the 
ring extension U E U’ and also to crossed products as above. 
LEMMA 2.5. Assume that R c S and 9 satisfy the hypotheses of Lemma 
1.3. If o is an X-inner automorphism of R which extends to an automorphism 
of S, then 
(i) o is X-inner on S. 
(ii) There exists a unit q E Q,(S) with q- ‘sq = s* for all s E S. 
(iii) There exists O# ACIR with qA, Aq, q-‘A, Aq-’ all contained 
in R. 
ProoJ By Lemma 1.3, R and S are both prime rings. Now suppose that 
rr is an X-inner automorphism of R induced by the unit w E Q,(R) and let 
0 # A 4 R with Aw, WA c R. Fix de A\0 and let a E A\0 be arbitrary. Now 
rw = wr” for all r E R, so multiplying this equation on the left by a and on 
the right by d yields 
arb = crud for all r E R, (1) 
where b = wd and c = aw. Since w is a unit, we have a, b, c, d E R\O. Note 
that this proves Lemma 2.l(ii). 
Let SE S. Then by hypothesis (i) applied to bsE S, there exists HE C# 
with Hbs c R. In particular, if h E H then r = hbs E R and substituting this 
into (1) yields 
ahbsb = c(hbs)“d = ch”b”s”d (2) 
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since 0 is an automorphism of S. Also, by substituting r = h in (l), we 
obtain ahb = ch”d and hence (2) yields 
ch”b”s”d = ahbsb = ch”dsb. 
But this holds for all h E H so 
cH”( dsb - b”s”d) = 0. 
It now follows easily from hypothesis (ii) by applying 0-l to the above 
formula that 
dsb = b”s”d for all s E S. (3) 
Thus, since b, d, b” E R\O, Lemma 2.1 (i) implies that CJ is X-inner on S. 
Specifically, there exists a unit q E Q,(S) with b = qd and so = q-lsq for all 
s E S. The proof of (i) and (ii) is now complete. 
For (iii), recall that aeA\O is arbitrary and that q above depends only 
on Eq. (3) and hence only on b = wd and d. In other words, q is inde- 
pendent of the choice of a. Now substituting r” = q-‘rq in (1) yields 
arb = crud= (cq-‘) r(qd) = (cq-‘) rb 
and this equation in Q,(S) holds for all r E R. Thus (a - cq- ’ ) Rb = 0. Now 
let 0 # Ia S with Z(a - cq- ’ ) E S and let D E 9 be arbitrary. Since D E R, 
we have 
Z(a-cqpl).D.bsZ.(a-cq-‘) Rb=O 
and of course b # 0. Thus hypothesis (ii) yields Z(a - cq- ’ ) = 0 and hence, 
by [P2, Proposition 10.41, we have a- cq-l =O. In other words, 
aq = c E R and, since a is an arbitrary element of A\O, we conclude that 
Aq c R. Finally, note that Aq = qA”, so Aq is a nonzero two-sided ideal 
of R with Aq.q-‘cR and qp’.Aq=A”GR. In particular, if 
A’=AnA”nqA, then O#A’UR with qA’, A’q, q-lA’, A’q-’ all con- 
tained in R. This completes the proof. 1 
It is now a simple matter to finish the 
Proof of Theorem 2.2. As usual, we choose a well ordered basis X for 
a complement for R in V and use the Dixmier ordering on the 
X-monomials. By Lemma 2.1, there exist nonzero elements tc, b, y, 6 E U 
such that 
uup = yu”6 for all 24 E U. 
In particular, 
w/3 = yr”6 for all r E R. (1) 
481/130/2-12 
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Let a, h, c, d be the leading coefficients of CC, B, y, 6, respectively, and note, 
by assumption, that R” = R. If r, E R with a~, b # 0, then the left hand side 
of (1) has degree deg a + deg b so 
dega+deg/I<degy+degk 
On the other hand, using r2 E R in (1) with cr; d # 0, we obtain the reverse 
inequality. Thus 
degcc+degfl=degy+dega 
and by considering the coefficient of the monomial of this degree in (l), we 
clearly obtain 
arb = crud for all r E R. 
Lemma 2.1 now implies that cs is X-inner on R and (i) is proved. 
On the other hand, (ii), (iii), and (iv) follow immediately from Lemmas 
1.4, 2.3, and 2.5. 1 
We conclude this section with the analogous crossed product result. To 
start with, we need a replacement for Lemma 1.4. 
LEMMA 2.6. Let R = T * G be a crossed product of the (possibly infinite) 
group G over the prime ring T. Assume that R is prime and set 
S = Q,(T) * G z T * G = R. Zf 9 denotes the collection of all subsets of R of 
the form RA with 0 #A a T, then 
(i) For each s E S there exists D E 9 with Ds c R. 
(ii) Zfs,,s,ESandDEB, thens,Ds,=Oimpliesthats,=Oors,=O. 
Thus S is prime. 
Proof If s E S= Q,(T) * G, then it follows easily that As G T * G for 
some nonzero ideal A of T. Thus RAs E R and (i) is proved. 
On the other hand, let sr, s2 E S and D = RAE 9 with s, Ds, = 0. As 
above, there exist 0 # B,a T with Bisi c R and then 
(B,s,) R(AB,s,)~B, .s,Ds,=O. 
But R is prime, so either B,s, = 0 or A&s, = 0. Since T is prime, [P2, 
Proposition 10.21 clearly implies that either si = 0 or s2 = 0. Thus (ii) is 
proved and Lemma 1.3 yields the result. 1 
The following is now an immediate consequence of Lemmas 2.4, 2.5, 
and 2.6. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let R = T * G be a crossed product of the (possibly 
infinite) group G over the prime ring T and assume that R is prime. Set 
S = Q,(T) * G 2 T * G = R and let o be an X-inner automorphism of R which 
stabilizes T. Then 
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(i) o extends to an X-inner automorphism of S which stabilizes 
Q,(T). 
(ii) There exists a unit q E Q,(S) such that q-‘sq = s” for all s E S. 
(iii) There exists 0 # A Cl R such that qA, Aq, q - ’ A, Aq- ’ are all 
contained in R. 
3. ENVELOPING RINGS 
We start this section with two simple lemmas which assume the 
hypothesis of Lemma 1.4. In other words, Vz R 2 K is given satisfying 
(Ll )-(L3) and R is a prime K-algebra. It then follows that U= R# U( V/R) 
exists and has the overring U’= S# U( v’/S) determined by the triple 
V’ 2 S 2 F, where S = Q,(R), F= H(S), and I” = FV+ S. Furthermore, we 
let T = C&S) and suppose that char K = 0. 
LEMMA 3.1. With the above notation, T is a domain and Sop T is a 
prime F-algebra. 
Proof: By [Pl, Theorem 2.21 applied to’ V’z Sz F, we see that T is 
the twisted enveloping algebra of some F-Lie algebra. Thus T is certainly 
a domain. Furthermore, S is a prime ring so a leading term argument 
implies that SQF T is also prime. Alternately, we could observe that 
SOF T is actually the twisted smash product of S by some F-Lie 
algebra. 1 
LEMMA 3.2. There exists an overring U” of U’ such that Q,(T) is 
contained in U” and centralizes S. Furthermore, elements of T\O and nonzero 
ideals of R are regular in U”. 
Proof We temporarily revert to the notation of Ref. [Pl 1. Then by 
[Pl, Theorem 2.21 we have 
U(V’,S,F)=U’=U(S@T+V’,S@T,F). 
Furthermore, since every derivation of the prime ring SO T extends 
uniquely to Q.(S@ T) by [Pl, Lemma 3.21, it follows from [Pl, Corollary 
1.61 that 
U’= U(SQ T+ V’, S@ T, F) 
E U(Q,(S@ T) + I”, Q,(SO T), F) = ZJ”. 
We show below that U” has the appropriate properties. 
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To start with, S@ T is a prime ring by the previous result. Thus Lemma 
1.2 implies that Q,(T) E Q&S@ T) E U”. Furthermore, observe that U” is 
a free right and left module over the coefficient ring Q.(S@ T). Thus, by 
[P2, Lemma 10.71, a subset of S@ T is regular in U” if and only if it is 
regular in S@ T. Now we note that T is a domain and S@ T is a free 
T-module. Thus the nonzero elements of T are regular in S@ T and then 
also in U”. On the other hand, we know that the nonzero ideals of R are 
regular in S. Since SO T is a free S-module, it follows that these ideals are 
regular in U”. 
Finally, let s E S, q E Q,( T) and choose 0 #a E T with aq E T. Since S 
centralizes T, we have (aq) s = (sa) q = (as) q and hence a(qs - sq) = 0. But 
a is regular in U” so qs = sq and the result follows. 1 
We now come to the main result of this paper. It characterizes X-inner 
automorphisms of enveloping rings and hence of Lie algebra smash 
products. 
THEOREM 3.3. Let VZ R I> K be given satisfying conditions (Ll)-(L3) 
with R a prime K-algebra and with char K= 0. Suppose o is an X-inner 
automorphism of the universal enveloping ring U = R # U( V/R) which stubi- 
lizes R (that is, R” = R). Zf S = Q,(R) and F= Z(S), then U has a natural 
overring U’= S# U(V’lS) determined by the triple V’? SZ F with 
V’ = FV+ S. Furthermore, if T= C,.(S) then U’ has an overring U” con- 
taining Q,(T) and we have 
(i) a extends to an X-inner automorphism of U’ which stabilizes S. 
(ii) a restricts to X-inner uutomorphisms of R and of T. 
(iii) There exist units v E Q,(R) G S and q E Q,( T) such that s” = v-lsv 
for all s E S and t0 = q ~ ‘tq for all t E T. Moreover, if LX= qv E U”, then 
w’I=oIplwcl for all WE U’. 
ProojI We know that U’ exists by Lemma 1.3 and that a extends to an 
X-inner automorphism of U’ stabilizing S by Theorem 2.2(ii). Further- 
more, by Theorem 2.2(i), the restriction of a to R is X-inner. Thus (i) and 
the first half of (ii) are proved. Note also that a stabilizes T= C..(S) and 
hence it acts as an automorphism on that ring. With this, the second half 
of (ii) follows immediately from (iii) since conjugation by q induces an 
X-inner automorphism of T. It therefore remains to prove part (iii). 
We begin by working in the overring Q,( U’) 2 U’. It follows from 
Theorem 2.2(iii), (iv) that there exist a unit q E Q.( U’) and a nonzero ideal 
A of U such that 
q-lwq= wrr for all w E U’ (1) 
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and with qA, Aq, qelA, and Aq-’ all contained in U. Furthermore, by 
[Pl, Lemma 3.31, there exist 0 #ZaR and t E T with It E A. Thus 
q(Zt) E U and (It) q-l s U. 
Fix b E r\O and let i E Z be arbitrary. We multiply Eq. (1) on the left by 
it E It and the right by bt to obtain 
itq-’ . w. qbr = (it) w”(bt) 
Thus since S” = S and t E C(S), we have 
for all w E U’. (2) 
itq-’ . S . qbt c (Zt) S(bt) E S( tbt). 
Note that S(tbt) is a finitely generated left S-submodule of U’ and that 
/? = qbt is a fixed nonzero element of U’ since qb E U, b # 0, q is invertible, 
and t is regular in U’. Thus Lemma 1.5 applies and there exists a finitely 
generated left S submodule V of u’ such that itq-’ E I/ for all in I. In other 
words, Ztq-’ E V so that all elements of Ztq-’ involve only finitely many 
monomials in the members of a fixed basis A’. Say these monomials are all 
contained in the finite set A!. 
Since Ztq-’ c U, we can now write 
itq for all ieZ, 
where each f, is a well defined map f,: I+ R. Furthermore, it is clear that 
each f, is a left R-module homomorphism. Thus, by [P2, Proposition 
10.21, there exists for each /A E A an element sfl in QJR) = S with if, = is, 
for all i E Z. We therefore conclude from the above that 
o=z 
( 
tq-‘- 1 srp 
PEA ) 
and this is an equation in Q.( U’). But, by Lemma 1.4(ii) and [P2, Lemma 
10.71, Z is regular in U’ and hence in Q,( U’). Thus we have 
tq-‘= 1 S,pE U’. 
Now Theorem 2.2(i) asserts that the restriction of (T to R is an X-inner 
automorphism of R. Thus there exists v E Q,(R) c S with f’ = v-‘rv for all 
rER and hence sO=v -lsu for all SE S. Since t centralizes S, it therefore 
follows from Eq. (1) and (3) that vtq-’ E C,(S) = T. Similarly, by working 
with q-‘, a-‘, and v-l, it follows that v - ‘tq E T. In addition, since 
vu = vy = v, we have 
qv-ltb=q(v-lt)u=q.q-l(v-lt)q=v-l tqeT. 
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We now define the automorphism r of U’ by 
w+Jw*v-L”q-L w.qV for all w E U’ (4) 
so that r fixes S pointwise. Again this implies that r acts as an 
automorphism of T. In fact, cr and r agree in their action on T since v 
centralizes T. Multiplying (4) on the left by t and on the right by to then 
yields. 
tlWTtZ= t,wt, for all w E U’, (5) 
where we set t, = t, t2 = P, t, = tvq-’ = vtqq’, and t, = qv -’ to. By the 
results of the previous paragraph, t, , t,, t,, t4 E T\O. In particular, since 
T’ = T, Eq. (5) restricted to w E T and Lemma 2.1(i) imply that there exists 
a unit qeQ,(T) such that t,q-‘=t,,qt,=t4, and w”=w’=~-~wI] for all 
WET. 
We now work in the overring U” of U’ given by Lemma 3.2. In 
particular, Q,(T) E U” and the nonzero elements of T are regular in U”. 
Substituting t, = t i q - ’ and t, = qtz in Eq. (5) then yields 
t,WTt,=tlyl-l wqt, for all w E U’ 
and, since t, and t, are regular in U”, we obtain 
wr= q-lwq for all w E U’. 
Finally, (4) yields 
W”=V-lwTv=~-lwa for all w E U’, (6) 
where we set CI = qv E U”. The result follows. 1 
Let R be a prime ring K-algebra and set S = Q,(R) and F= Z(S). If d is 
a K-linear derivation of R, that is, if dE Der,(R), then d extends uniquely 
to a derivation d of S. We say that d is X-inner if do Inn(S) is inner on S, 
that is, if there exists some tl E S with d(s) = [cr, s] = CIS - sa for all s E S. Of 
course, d is X-outer otherwise. Now suppose that L is a K-Lie algebra 
which acts as K-derivations on R so that we have a Lie algebra 
homomorphism d: L + Der,( R). Then each I E L gives rise to a derivation 
d, of R and hence a derivation d, of S. In particular, we have a map 
10d: FBKL+Der(S) given byf@Zt+fd,. Following [BM] we say that 
L is X-outer on R if the combined map 
FOK L a Der(S) + Der(S)/Inn(S) 
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is an embedding. This means that for all K-linearly independent subsets 
{ li} of L and subsets {fi} of F, the derivation xi f,a, is inner on S if and 
only iff,=O for all i. The next lemma is implicit in [Pl, Sect. 43. 
LEMMA 3.4. With the above notation, let U= R# U(L) be the Lie 
algebra smash product determined by the action of L on R and suppose that 
char K = 0. The following are equivalent. 
(i) L is X-outer on R. 
(ii) Tn (SO FL) = F. 
(iii) T= F. 
Proof. (i) o (ii) Let X= {xi, x2, . ..} be a K-basis for L. Then X is also 
an F-basis for FL and s + xi fixi, with s E S and fi E F, is a typical element 
of SO FL. Now note that s + xi fixiE Tn (SO FL) if and only if xi fixi 
induces the inner derivation of S determined by -s E S. Thus we see that 
Tn (S @ FL) G S if and only if L is X-outer on S. Since Tn S = Z(S) = F, 
this fact is proved. 
(ii) o (iii) This is just [Pl, Theorem 2.23. 1 
As an immediate consequence of the preceding two results we have 
COROLLARY 3.5. Let R be a prime K-algebra with K a field of charac- 
teristic 0 and let L be a K-Lie algebra acting in an X-outer fashion as 
K-derivations on R. Suppose a is an X-inner automorphism of the Lie algebra 
smash product U = R# U[L] stabilizing R. Then there exists a unit 
VEQ,(R) such that U~=V~~UV for all UE U. 
The following is the characteristic 0 version of [M2, Theorem 23. We 
indicate how it tits into the above scheme. 
COROLLARY 3.6 [M2]. Let R be a prime K-algebra with K a field of 
characteristic 0 and let d be a K-derivation of R. Let U = R[x: d] be the Ore 
extension determined by d and assume that o is an X-inner automorphism of 
U stabilizing R. Then there exists a unit v E Q,(R) such that ua = v-’ uv for 
all u E U. 
Proof Note that U = R # U(L), where L = Kx is a l-dimensional K-Lie 
algebra. If L is X-outer on R, then Corollary 3.5 yields the result. On the 
other hand, if L is not X-outer, then T n (S @ FL) =) F = Tn S by Lemma 
3.4. Thus since S has codimension 1 in SO FL it follows, in the notation 
of Theorem 3.3, that U’ = S @ T. Furthermore, T is a twisted enveloping 
algebra of a l-dimensional F-Lie algebra and hence it is just a polynomial 
ring in one variable. But this says that Q,(T) is the (commutative) field of 
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fractions of T and thus T admits no nontrivial X-inner automorphism. 
With this, Theorem 3.3 clearly yields the result. 1 
Again let U= R# U(L) be a Lie algebra smash product. Then the two 
cases in which either T= F or U’ = SO T are in some sense the extreme 
situations. The first of course occurs when L is X-outer on R and it is easy 
to see that the second occurs precisely when each element of L is X-inner 
on R, that is, L is totally X-inner on R. But there are certainly nonextreme 
situations. To start with, let D be a noncommutative K-division algebra 
with R = D OK K(c) also a division ring. For example, we could take D to 
be the rational quaternions with K= Q. Then R admits the nontrivial inner 
derivations induced by the elements of D and it also admits the derivations 
of the rational function field K(i). Furthermore, the latter derivations are 
not X-inner since they act nontrivially on h(R). Thus L = Der,(R) is 
neither X-outer nor totally X-inner on R. 
We can in fact modify this example to obtain X-inner derivations which 
are not inner. To this end, let R be as above and let S be the subring of 
the free ring R(x, y ) consisting of all elements with constant term in Z(R) 
(see [ P2, Sect. 301). Then S is a prime K-algebra and L = Der,(R) acts on 
S, fixing the noncommuting variables x and y. However, now the nontrivial 
X-inner derivations of R are X-inner, but not inner, in their action on S. 
It therefore follows as before that L is neither X-outer nor totally X-inner 
on S. Furthermore, not all X-inner derivations are inner. 
4. FILTERED RINGS 
A ring R is said to be filtered if R = U ,“=0 R, is the ascending union of 
the additive subgroups R, with R,R, c R,,,. Furthermore, we assume 
that 1 E R, so that R, is a subring of R. The associated graded ring R of R 
is then given by 
I= 0 f RJR,-, 
?I=0 
with RpI=O. If rER,\R,-I, then we let deg r =n and we call 
f=r+R,-, E R the leading term of r. As usual deg 0 = - co. Note that, if 
r, SE R\O, then the multiplication in i? is given by 
f.i= 
1 
0, if degrs<degr+degs 
rs # 0, if deg rs = deg r + deg s. (*I 
Of course, any enveloping ring is filtered, and thus it is of interest to 
obtain information on the X-inner automorphisms of filtered rings. The 
following is a variant of [Ml, Proposition 11. 
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THEOREM 4.1. Let R be a filtered ring with the property that for each r, 
s E R\O there exists I E R,\O with deg(rls) = deg r + deg s or equivalently - 
f&= r2.s # 0. Then R and R, are prime. Furthermore, suppose a is an 
X-inner automorphism of R stabilizing R, (that is, Rg = R,). Then 
deg r0 = deg r for all r E R and a induces an automorphism of R acting 
trivially on the center Z(R). 
Proof: By assumption, if r, s E R\O, then rR,s # 0. Thus both R and R, 
are certainly prime. Now let a be an X-inner automorphism of R stabilizing 
R,. Then by Lemma 2.l(ii) there exist a, 6, c, d6 R\O with 
arb = crOd for all r E R. (1) 
Fix r E R\O. We first prove that there exist 1, p E R,\O with 
and 
(2) 
dega+degr+degb=degc+degr”+degd. (3) 
For this we freely use the hypothesis and the fact that any nonzero element 
of R, = Rg has degree 0. 
To start with, since a, r #O there exists AE R,\O with deg alar = 
deg a + deg r and hence a%= a # 0. Next, since ak, b # 0 there exists 
p E R,\O with 
deg(alr) pb = deg(aAr) + deg b 
and hence with 
=dega+degr+degb 
- --- 
But, setting r equal to irp in (1) yields 
and hence 
deg a + deg r + deg b = deg(alrpb) 
= deg( CA” r* p0 d) < deg c + deg ra + deg d. 
By symmetry, since Rg = R,, we obtain the reverse inequality on degrees 
and hence (3) is proved. Furthermore, this yields 
deg( CA” r” p” d) = deg c + deg r” + deg d 
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SO 
and (2) is proved. 
Now notice that (3) does not involve A or p. In particular, setting 
1 = r = r” in that equation, we obtain deg a + deg b = deg c + deg d. Thus a 
second application of (3) yields 
deg r = deg r” for all rER (4) 
since this equality is trivially true when r = 0. In other words, CJ preserves 
the filtration and therefore induces an automorphism on i? determined by 
7 = 7 for all r E R\O. Of course, the center of K is then certainly a-stable. 
It remains to show that c acts trivially on Z(B) and for this we first note 
that Z(R) is a graded subring of R. Thus it suffices to show that (T fixes all 
FE Z(R) with r E R\O. We consider this element r and let il, p E Ro\O be 
given as in (2). Since both J and 7 = 7 are central in R, that equation 
yields 
-- - 
O#iiXj2i~r=~Aap”d~J”. (5) 
Furthermore, since these products are not zero, we must have 
idjib = a&b # 0 
and 
But, by (11, 
and hence, letting s denote this common value, (5) yields Sr=Sr” with 
s # 0. Indeed, since r and r” are both central, we have 
--- ----CT spr = spr for all p E R,\O. 
Finally, note that deg r = deg r”. Thus if r# r”, then 
O#~-f”=f-~=i, 
(6) 
where t = r - rv. But then (6) yields 5&i= 0, contradicting the hypothesis. 
We conclude therefore that F= P’ and the theorem is proved. 1 
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As a consequence, we have 
COROLLARY 4.2. Let V? R 2 K be given satisfying (Ll )-(L3) and 
assume that R is a prime K-algebra. If o is an X-inner automorphism of 
U = R # U( V/R) stabilizing R, then o acts trivially on V/R. Specifically, let 
{ x1, x2, . ..> be a well ordered K-basis for a complement of R in V. Then for 
each i, there exists ji E R with xp = xi + /I,. 
Proof: We know that U is filtered by the powers of V with V” = R. 
Furthermore, the associated graded ring of U is then given by 
o= R[Z,, X,, . ..I. 
an ordinary polynomial ring over R in the variables Xi = xi + R. We 
proceed as in the proof of Lemma 1.4(ii). Let a, b be nonzero elements of 
U with leading coefficients s, t E R\O respectfully. Then, since R is prime, 
sRt #O and we can choose IE R\O with sit # 0. Thus deg alb = 
deg a + deg b so iiXb = a # 0. In other words, U satisfies the hypothesis of 
the preceding theorem and we conclude that e acts trivially on Z( 0). Since 
each Zig H( 8), this yields x7 E xi mod R as required. Finally, since e 
centralizes KG Z(U) and V/R is the K-linear span of the xi + R, the result 
follows. 1 
Two technical remarks are now in order. First, if R is a domain, then the 
hypothesis that R” = R is no longer needed in various results here. Specifi- 
cally, these include Theorem 3.3 as well as Corollaries 3.5, 3.6, and 4.2. 
Indeed, in each of these cases, rS is a domain so [M2, Lemma 23 implies 
that G preserves the filtration and hence stabilizes R. 
Second, in case K has characteristic 0, the various jJi in Corollary 4.2 can 
be determined to some extent by using Theorem 3.3. Indeed, the latter 
result implies that there exists a unit c1= vv E U” 1 U with v E Q,(R) and 
q E Q,(T) such that U” = ua for all u E U. In particular, 
&=Xyq=a-‘xia-xi 
=c( -yx,cI - ax,) = C’[Xi, a]. 
Furthermore, note that Q,(T) and 5’~ Q,(R) commute by Lemma 3.2. 
Thus CI = qv = vy and 
Bi=V ‘V’[Xi, vq] = q-1 v-y [Xi, v] yI + V[Xi, r/l). 
In addition, since q commutes with v - ’ [xi, v] E S, we conclude that 
fljcv-‘[Xi, V] + yI-‘[Xi, tf]. 
Finally, we remark that Corollaries 3.5 and 4.2 overlap earlier 
unpublished work of J. Bergen and S. Montgomery. 
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